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Abstract

The study examined university students’ preference for printed or online mediums for learning reference in an English for Academic Purposes course. Students were taught reference in a module on reading skills using printed materials before they were introduced to the MyLinE online resources on references. The two cohesive devices focused on were anaphoric and cataphoric reference. For the survey, students filled in a questionnaire which focused on the comprehensibility of the explanations, usefulness and difficulty level of the exercises, and their preference for the printed or online language learning media. The results indicated that the students were divided in their preference for the printed module and the MyLine online resources. Students who were in favour of the printed module cited the advantage of personalised face-to-face two-way interaction with their lecturers as crucial in assisting their comprehension of the subject matter whereas students who preferred the online language learning medium cited convenience of referring to other online resources and the interest factor.
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1. Introduction

One area of academic writing is reference. It is an important area because coherence of ideas is crucial in ensuring clarity of communication, without which, its absence may cause confusion or a breakdown in